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Description

Toronto Notes for Medical Students is proud to present the 31st Edition of the highly successful Toronto Notes textbook series. This 2015 edition features a new layout across all 30 chapters for enhanced readability, with newly updated in-text icons and illustrations. Content updates across the main text, figures, graphics, and evidence based medicine sections further enhance preparation for the Canadian and American medical licensing exams.

Toronto Notes 2015 Key Features:

- A high-yield review text with in-depth coverage of 30 medical specialties over 1300 pages
- Premier resource in preparation for MCCQE I and USMLE II objectives
- DSM-5 diagnostic criteria used throughout text
- New dedicated Vascular Surgery chapter
- Up-to-date Evidence Based Medicine sections and high-impact clinical trial summaries
- Redesigned book layout featuring new in-text icons and illustrations throughout the text
- Colour illustrations introduced throughout text